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During the making of The Pride and the Passion,
Cary fell hopelessly in love with Sophia Loren,
threatening his eight-year marriage to ___________.
(two words)
In this film, the Spanish resistance fighters are
waging war against the armies of ________ .
An underground organization of a conquered or
nearly conquered country engaging in sabotage
and secret operations against occupation forces
and collaborators
Stanley ______ produced and directed this movie
(his only Cary Grant film)
The book by C.S. Forester on which the movie The
Pride and the Passion was based is "The ___ ."
Cary's character's last name inThe Pride and the
Passion
The action in this film takes place in this country
The French headquarters are in this city
Anthony is an officer for this country's navy (two
words)
The music of the film was written by Georges
_______ .
A major color film process used in Hollywood from
1922 to 1952 widely known for its hyper-realistic,
saturated levels of color
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A large heavy gun usually mounted on a carriage
Anthony's mission in this film is to prevent a
Spanish cannon, the largest in the world, from
falling into the hands of the ______ .
The Pride and the Passion was nominated for the
Oscar for Outstanding ___________ Achievement in
1958.
Often referred to as the finest male American
popular song vocalist of the 20th century, this
man played the part of Miguel, the leader of the
guerrilla forces, in The Pride and the Passion. (two
words)
Sophia Loren was also in this 1958
Cary Grant movie
This film takes place in the early __________
century
Trumbull's rank
Military supplies including weapons, ammunition,
combat vehicles, and maintenance tools and
equipment
One goof in the making of the movie was that
when the Spanish army is retreating at the
beginning, nearly every close-up showing a
musket reveals that none of them have ________ ,
clearly indicating that they are solid wooden mockups.

